No.-NFTE TS/RJCM/1

To,

Secretary
Staff Side (RJCM)
Hyderabad.

Comrade,

Subject:- Submission of Agenda for ensuring R-JCM meeting – reg.

1. Supply of stores:- There was acute shortage of HMT’s, TSF Kit’s and Jumper wire in the SSA’s. It is causing much hardships to field staff in providing new connections. Needful action is required to be taken in circle level, to avoid inconvenient to field staff.

2. Conducting HPC’s in circle level for settlement of compassionate ground appointments: HPC was conducted in 2013 and settled the cases up to 2010 only. Because of this procedure and not conducting of regular HPC’s, The compassionate ground appointment cases were accumulated since 2011 to 2016. The deceased families were eagerly waiting for appointments in all SSA’s. We request you to conduct the HPC’s year wise basis and fill up the available vacancies with eligible officials.

3. Settlement of pension cases: It is very heart burnt issue in all SSA’s corporate office have issued instructions to process the pension cases 6 months before the retirement of officials. But, the retired/Death cases were pending months together in SSA’s. The controlling officers were not monitoring the issue on priority basis in Nizamabad and Sangareddy SSA’s in particular. We request you to take immediate steps for settlement of pension cases.

4. Writing of CR’s in SSA level in respect of non-executives: There were clear guidelines in this matter that the officers (Groups B & A) could not be relived on
transfer till completion of CR's writing in respect of non-executives working under in his section. Because of it, non-executive staff were not getting promotions in time. These were pending in the SSA's for months together. The present officers advising the staff to search the transferred officer to complete his CR's. We request you, Kindly issue guidelines to SSA heads in this matter for completion of CR's writing work in their jurisdiction before relieving on transfer.

5. Shifting of GM office at Nizamabad: The present GM office is located at far of the town. It is much inconvenient to staff as well as customers. There is lot of vacant place available in Telephone Bhavan, which is located centre place of the town. BSNL management was taking serious steps to improve development of BSNL. We request the management to take immediate steps to shift the GM office from Dubba to Telephone Bhavan at Nizamabad.

6. Posting of GM at Adilabad SSA: There was no GM at Adilabad since long time geographically Adilabad SSA is having vast area. Our staff were suffering for small issues for days together. They were not getting medical permission to take treatment in empanelled hospitals. We request you, Kindly made arrangement to post an independent officer at Adilabad like Khammam, to avoid hardships to employees.

7. Out sourcing of FTTH connections: FTTH connections were being given by our staff at Sangareddy & Hyderabad successfully. Where as our PGM Warangal is adopting out sourcing method in providing FTTH connections by keeping the working staff idle. The out sourcing process is not advisable at this Juncture. We request you kindly review the method adopted by PGM Warangal in provision of FTTH connections.

8. Rule – 8 transfers to Andhra circle:- A.P. circle was bifurcated in to Andhra and Telagana. Some officials have got appointment in Telangana by virtue of recruitment. We came to know that more than 50 Rule -8 cases were pending in Telangana circle in ATT, TT, O.S, J.E Cadres. The officials old parents were staying in villages in Andhra at various places without any assistance. Kindly consider the Rule – 8 cases to Andhra from Telangana on humanitarian grounds.

Yours fraternally,

(A Rajamouli)
Circle Secretary
NFTE BSNL